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Greetings to you,
UltraMarine reader!
I have an unashamedly
technology-heavy
issue for you this time
as, in line with our
promise last issue,
early May saw Kumar
and I head out to
Nuremberg, Germany
for Interzoo 2018.
It was my first time at this major International
pet trade event and I thoroughly enjoyed
every minute, even though I only had a single
day to get around the 30+ ‘reef relevant’
providers I had targeted in advance! This
made it pretty exhausting and the social
media efforts and write-up process in the
weeks after were equally challenging.
Highlights of the trip for me were meeting
various contacts and friends in the trade,
getting to see (and fiddle with) the latest
gadgets, and beyond this, being allowed to
use my flash gun on the De Jong display tank
was a real honour (this month’s cover shot
is a product of the 45 minutes I had to play
with). Kumar was great company too and we
had fun brandishing the mag as we tried to
find our way through the vast maze of halls
and stalls, racing against the clock. On a
separate note the German hospitality was also
fantastic. I even discovered I have something
of a taste for German Wheat Beer, a penchant
I have indulged in numerous times since my
return!
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Blue Planet Aquarium Curator Dave
Wolfenden answers your marine queries.
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Injury couldn’t stop us attending this year’s
event and wow, what a show it was! Read
our special 12 page report for a preview of
the hottest new marine products heading
your way in the coming months.

Veteran US reefer Mike Paletta charts the
evolution of coral fragmentation as a method
for stocking a new reef aquarium and shares
some hard-won advice and guidance.

38

46 Fishes in Focus

John Clipperton concludes this short series
with a look at some more ‘functional’ fish
species who’s specialist habits can be put to
good use to help keep your reef in tip-top
condition.

54 Stichodactyla: Carpet Anemones

James Fatherree’s rolls-out a feature this
issue that is wall-to-wall with fascinating
facts and useful tips for keeping these
desirable yet demanding denizens of the
deep.
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60 Definitive Guide: Fish Only Systems

Dave Wolfenden takes us through the latest
thinking when it comes to keeping fish
species that are decidedly risky when it
comes to cohabiting with

66 Shipwrecks

Richard Aspinall is Dive Guide and History
Teacher in one as we explore the myriad
of unique habitats formed when human
constructions are committed to the watery
realm.
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I’m already looking forward to the next event
in 2020 and I hope you’ll tag along all the way
to see just how on Earth these companies will
continue to innovate and make reef-keeping
the fantastic hobby that it is today.
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Keith Moyle evaluates this most intelligent of
return pumps from Neptune Systems. Is it as
clever as it looks?
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76 Hydrodynamic Superstars

Kenneth Wingerter takes an in-depth
look at the fascinating physiology of the
Echinoderms and explains what makes these
bizarre creatures sensitive and sometimes
susceptible to damage.
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